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Abstract. Numerical simulations offer a wide range of benefits, therefore they
are widely used in research and development. One of the biggest benefits is the
possibility of automated parameter variation. This allow testing different scenarios
in a very short period of time. Nevertheless, physical experiments in the laboratory
or on a test rig are still necessary and will still be necessary in the future. The
physical experiments offer benefits e.g. for very complex and/or nonlinear systems
and are needed for the validation of numerical models.

Fraunhofer LBF has developed hardware solutions to bring the benefit of rapid
and automated parameter variation to experimental environments. These solu-
tions allow the tuning and emulation of the mechanical properties, like stiffness,
damping and eigenfrequencies of structures.

The work presents two approaches: First a stiffness tunable mount, which has
been used in laboratory tests in the field of semi-active load path redistribution. It
allowed the researcher to test the semi-active system under different mechanical
boundary conditions in a short period of time. Second, a mechanical Hardware-in-
the-loop (mHIL) approach for the NVH development of vehicles components is
presented. Here a mHIL-system is used to emulate the mechanical characteristics
of a vehicle’s body inwhite in awide frequency range.This allows the experimental
NVH optimization of vehicle components under realistic boundary conditions,
without actually needing a (prototype) body in white.

Keywords: Uncertainty · Smart dynamic testing · Tunable stiffness ·
Mechanical Hardware-in-the-loop

1 Introduction

1.1 Uncertainties in Early Phases of the Product Development

Uncertainty is considered a potential deficiency in any development phase of a technical
system that has arisen due to a lack of information and/or knowledge. The behavior of a
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mechanical system is not deterministic due to uncertainty in the system and its environ-
ment; i.e. the system behavior cannot be clearly determined [1]. Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation (UQ) deals with the identification, quantification and reduction of uncertainty in
models, experiments and their effects on selected targets of a technical system [2]. Using
UQ errors are usually classified as being either random error (precision) or systematic
error (bias). There are three kinds of uncertainties. Parameter uncertainty describes an
uncertainty associated with the parameters of a numerical model. An error describes a
recognizable deficit in the numerical simulation of a system.Model uncertainty describes
the accuracy with which a numerical model depicts reality.

In many studies, the variations in the properties of a technical system are explored
according to the procedure of the Uncertainty Quantification. Research focuses on the
optimization of a technical system taking parameter uncertainty into account, and the
determination of variations in system behavior due to parameter uncertainty in the sys-
temproperties [3].Variations in geometric,mechanical, electrical andmaterial properties
such as the length and thickness of a beam, the fuselage length and width of an aircraft,
the mass and the damping coefficient of a vehicle body etc. are described either with
intervals or with distribution functions such as normal and gamma distributions. Prob-
abilistic simulation methods such as Monte-Carlo-Simulations are frequently used to
determine the influences of parameter uncertainty on a system property. In most stud-
ies, the intervals and distribution functions used to describe the variations in system
properties and parameters are based on the assumptions of the respective authors.

The numerical models of the investigated systems are often analytically well known,
which allows a comparison between a system optimization with probabilistic and non-
probabilistic simulation methods. However, the validation of these models with exper-
imental data is usually highly time-consuming or even impossible and a criterion for
adequate and sufficient prediction is not defined or proposed. When it comes to exper-
imental validation of numerical models for vibroacoustic applications especially two
tasks within the experiment are often time-consuming:

1) The variation of mechanical characteristics like stiffness, damping or elastomer-
like characteristics. Often different parts (e.g. rubber mounts with different stiffness
and loss-factor) are needed to realize different characteristics and they need to be
exchanged in the test setup.

2) The realization of adequate mechanical boundary conditions in case single compo-
nents or subsystems are investigated. Therefore, often auxiliary constructions have
to be designed and manufactured. E.g. auxiliary constructions are used to realize a
desired dynamic stiffness as boundary conditions e.g. for active vibration reduction
systems in a marine [4] and an automotive application [5].

Smart dynamic testing is an approach that can be used to make these experimental
tests more efficient.

1.2 Smart Dynamic Testing

The basic idea behind smart dynamic testing is to make physical experiments in research
and development as straightforward as possible for the researcher. This means the focus
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should be on the device under test (DUT) and the respective research objective. Addi-
tional efforts, e.g. auxiliary constructions as mechanical boundary conditions or the
exchange of parts of the test setup to realize different configurations should be mini-
mized. To make dynamic tests smarter and reduce time-consuming tasks there are two
main approaches:

Rapid Parameter Variation of Mechanical Characteristics. Whether it comes to the
mechanical boundary conditions of the DUT or mechanical characteristics like stiffness
or damping values from parts of the DUT it is often beneficial if there is the opportunity
to do a parameter variation on these values during experiments. Therefore, tools like
tunable mounts, tunable vibration absorbers (TVA) or the later presented mechanical
Hardware-in-the-loop system can be used. A brief overview is given in [6, 7] gives an
application example of tunable mounts for laboratory tests in the field of uncertainty
research.

Active Emulation of Mechanical Boundary Conditions. Typically, subsystems of a
vehicle, e.g. suspension systems or drive trains, are developed and tested by suppliers.
In the vehicle, the body in white defines the mechanical boundary conditions of these
subsystems. Especially in early stages of the development process, the body in white
of the vehicle is often not available. Nevertheless, the correct boundary conditions are
crucial for the vibroacoustic development [8] as well as for durability testing [9]. Instead
of designing and building auxiliary constructions with a desired dynamic characteristic,
these characteristic can be emulated by an active system. This emulation is often referred
to (mechanical) Hardware-in-the-loop testing. Different application examples can be
found in [10–16].

Figure 1 shows an exemplary test setup for noise, vibration and harshness (NVH)
investigations on an electric drivetrain, which implements these two approaches. The
drivetrain with its subframe (1) and the rubber mounts is the DUT.

Goal of this setup is to test the DUT under mechanical boundary conditions close
to the actual installation situation in the vehicle in order to reduce uncertainties in the
NVH development process. From a vibroacoustic point of view, the installation setup
is characterized by its mechanical boundary conditions i.e. the dynamic stiffness of
the body in white at the mounting points (reference characteristic). The shown setup
allows the active emulation of this reference characteristic through four mechanical
Hardware-in-the-loop interfaces (4).

Further, a tunable vibration absorber (3) is shown as an example for rapid param-
eter variation in physical test setups. It allows to test different vibration absorber con-
figurations (tuning frequency and damping) without actually exchanging the vibration
absorber in the test setup. Nevertheless the focus of this paper is the mHIL-system for
the emulation of the mechanical boundary conditions.

Focusing on the reduction of uncertainties during early stage development and hence
the correct emulation of the boundary conditions, the requirements depend on the actual
research objective. Core requirements are the number of mechanical degrees of freedom
(DOF) and the frequency range in which the emulated characteristics should be close to
the reference characteristics.
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Fig. 1. Schematic test setup for NVH investigations on an electric drivetrain with: (1) drivetrain
with subframe as DUT, (2) driven machine, (3) tunable vibration absorber as an example for rapid
parameter variation and (4) four mHIL-interfaces for active emulation of the DUTs mechanical
boundary conditions.

In this paper, the results of a 1-DOF active emulation of the dynamic stiffness are
shown and discussed. The requirements were chosen according to typical issues in
the field of automotive NVH development. The dynamic stiffness range reaches from
500 N/mm (rubber mount) up to 10.000 N/mm (body in white) and the considered
frequency range reaches from 0 Hz to 1 kHz.

2 Active Dynamic Stiffness Emulation by the Mechanical
Hardware-in-the-Loop Approach

2.1 The Mechanical Hardware-in-the-Loop (mHIL) System

Figure 2 gives an overview of the main components of the mHIL-system used to emulate
the dynamic stiffnesswhich defines themechanical boundary condition for theDUT. The
dynamic stiffness is defined by the user in a numerical simulation model, e.g. a finite
element model. This numerical simulation model is converted into a numerical real-
time capable model, the target model. Based on this target model the mHIL-interface
is controlled using an adaptive controller which minimizes the difference between the
target behavior and the actual behavior measured between the mHIL-interface and the
DUT.

Numerical target models of the full system or of individual components of the
system are set up with common analytical or numerical tools. Usually the Finite Ele-
ment method in combination with suitable model order reduction methods are used in
simulation [17]. In the dynamic testing environment, the simulation models have to be
solved in real-time, i.e. the simulation has to meet requirements regarding timeliness,
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Fig. 2. Overview of the mHIL-system.

simultaneousness and responsiveness. The mandatory model properties are dependent
on the specific characteristics of the mHIL-system, e.g. frequency range, computational
power of the real-time simulator.

The mHIL-interface demonstrator was designed to allow 1-DOF dynamic stiffness
emulation for typical scenarios in automotive testing. [6] shows an example where this
interface was used for the characterization of automotive shock absorbers for differ-
ent installation scenarios. Figure 3 shows the basic topology of the interface, which is
mounted to a surface and can be connected to the DUT at its moved mass.

Fig. 3. Topology of the mHIL-interface with: The mounting surface (0), the moved mass (1), the
housing (2), the tunable spring (3), the voice-coil actuators coil (4) and magnet (5) and the worm
gear and electric motor for stiffness tuning (6) (left). Picture of the interface (right).

When it comes to the actual mechanical design of the mHIL-interface it is beneficial
to have a low moved mass, a small installation space and no mechanical resonances
in the frequency range in which the target behavior should be emulated. The focus
in the presented work was on the emulation capability of the whole mHIL-system,
the requirements “installation space” and “low moved mass” of the interface had no
priority for the presented design and are to be further optimized with respect to a distinct
application.

Compared to [8] a voice coil actuator (VCA) is used instead of a piezo-actuator.
Goals were to keep the costs low, have the possibility to use off the shelf components
(VCA and HiFi amplifiers), and have a mechanical robust design for the use in the test
field.
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The semi-active, tunable spring in parallel to the actuator is used to keep the force
requirements of the actuator low, especially for applications with higher static loads.
The tunable spring was realized using the mechanism presented in [18]. Figure 4 shows
the basic principle, which is to change to free length ϕ of a ring segment to change its
stiffness. This stiffness change is realized by the rotation of two structures relative to
each other. In the interface, this rotation is realized by an electric motor using a planetary
and a worm gear in serial.

Fig. 4. Principle of semi-active stiffness tuning, with the first structure (1), the second structure
(2), the spring element (3), and the tuning angle ϕ. Lowest stiffness setting (shown in deflected
condition) (left). Highest stiffness setting (right).

The tunable stiffness was designed to have a minimum stiffness of 400 N/mm. This
leads to an inner diameter of 160 mm and an outer diameter of 200 mm for the spring
element, which was made out of high strength spring steel. The maximum stiffness is
mainly defined through the compliance of the surrounding components like the interfaces
housing.

The chosen VCA (Type “BEI Kimco, LA30-43-000A”) has a peak force of 445 N, a
continuous force of 185 N and a stroke of ±12 mm. The weight of the coil is 726 g and
the weight of the magnet assembly is 1.9 kg. To keep the moved mass of the interface
low the magnet is attached to the housing and the coil is part of the moved mass. The
total mass of the interface is about 20 kg, whereas the moved mass is between 4.3 kg
(highest stiffness setting) and 4.8 kg (lowest stiffness setting).

For a first mechanical characterization, the interface was excited with a white noise
actuator current and the acceleration on the moved mass was measured. Figure 5 shows
the magnitude response of the H1 transfer function estimate between the voice coil’s
current and the acceleration at the moved mass of mHIL-interface for different stiffness
settings.

For the lowest stiffness setting the resonance of the interfaces moved mass is at
49.8 Hz and for the highest stiffness setting the resonance can be estimated around
590 Hz. Considering the mHIL-interface as a simplified spring-mass-damper system
this corresponds to a tuning range from 470 N/mm to 59.100 N/mm for the stiffness
element.

Further, there are effects which are considered to be caused by structural resonances
of components of the interface itself, e.g. at 290 Hz, between 550 Hz and 730 Hz and
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Fig. 5. Characterization results of the uncontrolled mHIL-interface for different settings of the
tunable stiffness (left). Bandlimited white noise excitation of the voice coil’s current used for
characterization (right).

at 935 Hz. The cause of these effects is subject of ongoing research with the goal to
eliminate these parasitic effects in a next iteration of the interface design.

An adaptive controller is used to adjust the mHIL-interface’s movement based
on the measured reaction force between the DUT and the mHIL-interface’s mounting
surface. Preferring an adaptive controller, i.e. a real-time estimator [19] over a fixed-
parameter control approach, is motivated by two major facts: Firstly, the dynamics of
the control path might be hard to model as they incorporate the conflated dynamics of the
DUT, the mHIL-interface and the target behavior and thus an experimental modelling
approach is highly advisable. Secondly, due to its iterative adaptation process the adaptive
controller is able to minimize the controller’s objective function even if slight deviations
within the system occur. For an overview on possible mHIL control approaches, the
reader is kindly referred to [20, 21].

2.2 Test Setup and Test Cases

Experimental investigations were carried out and focused on a preliminary study assess-
ing synthetic test cases based on the emulation of the principle dynamic stiffness behavior
present in an exemplary automotive application (c.f. Sect. 2.3). Envisioning a mechan-
ical HIL test scenario, a substructure of a passenger car’s chassis will be connected to
the mHIL-interface, which in turn emulates the mechanical boundary condition the sub-
structure would have experienced when installed into the car’s chassis. Figure 6 shows
the experimental test setup. ThemHIL-interface demonstrator is mounted on a rigid sup-
porting structure. An electrodynamic shaker is connected to the mHIL-interface through
an impedance measurement head. The electrodynamic shaker introduces a broadband
colored noisemechanical excitation into the interface, which in turn emulates the desired
mechanical boundary condition by measuring the reaction force at the shaker’s mount-
ing position and by controlling the interface’s movement (i.e. acceleration). Figure 6
also illustrates the test setup including the digital signal processing chain. The mHIL-
interface is represented by the lumped parameter model including the tunable stiffness
element ki, a presumed viscous damping ci, and the mHIL-interface’s moved mass mi.
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In addition, the mHIL-interface incorporates a force actuator Fa. The mHIL-interface
is connected to a lumped parameter model of the electrodynamic shaker given by the
shaker’s mass ms, it’s mechanical stiffness ks and an assumed viscous damper cs. The
excitation signal is used for both, the introduction of the excitation shaker force Fs as
well as the generation of the control signal Fa computed by an adaptive feedforward
controller.
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Fig. 6. Mechanical HIL test setup comprising the mHIL-interface demonstrator (1) and a primary
mechanical excitation by means of an additional electrodynamic shaker (3). An impedance mea-
surement head (2) captures interface forces and accelerations (left). Schematic illustration of the
test setup including the adaptive controller and the numerical target model behavior (right).

Once an excitation force Fs has been introduced into the test rig by means of the
electrodynamic shaker, the reaction force Fi is fed into a numerical model of the target
mechanical behavior. The desired interface acceleration ẍi,d is derived from themeasured
interface force Fi and the numerical model of the target behavior. It is then compared
to the actual, measured interface acceleration ẍi. The deviation between the desired
acceleration ẍi,d and the measured acceleration ẍi serves the computation of an error
signal e. The adaptive control algorithm’s objective is to minimize the Least-Mean-
Squares error signal bymeans of an overlap-save frequency-domain Newton’s algorithm
[22].Making use of feedforward topology, the controller is unconditional stable ensuring
a bounded-input-bounded-output stability.

Table 1 shows the test cases that have been carried out with this setup. Themotivation
behind the selected test cases was to have a first proof for the mHIL-system to emulate
different dynamic systems. Within this, the ability to vary the (static) stiffness, insert
resonance effects and vary their damping are evaluated.

2.3 Test Results

Due to their high comparability, detailed experimental results are presented for the
exemplary test case B-2 within the beginning of this section. A final assessment of all
test cases is given at the end of this section (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11).

Experimental investigations are carried out for a stochastic excitation signal whereas
bandlimited red noise with a maximum bandwidth of 1 kHz is introduced by the electro-
dynamic shaker. Figure 7 (left) shows the frequency response function of the numerical
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Table 1. Synthetic test cases.

Test case Quasistatic
stiffness (N/mm)

1st resonance
frequency (Hz)

Modal damping
(%)

2nd resonance
frequency (Hz)

A-1 to A-3 500 to 10,000 – – –

B-1 to B-3 2,250 300 1 to 100 –

C-1 to C-3 2,250 100 to 500 10 –

D-1 to D-3 2,250 190 Approx. 10 327 to 700

target behavior for the test case B-2. The frequency response function shows a single
resonance frequency at 300 Hz with a modal damping of 10%. The computed desired
acceleration ẍi,d and the measured acceleration signal ẍi serve the calculation of the error
signal e.

Fig. 7. Frequency response function of the numerical target behavior B-2 (left) and power spectral
density estimate of the deviation between the actual mHIL-interface acceleration and the desired
acceleration derived from the numerical model of the target behavior (right).

Figure 7 (right) illustrates a power spectral density (PSD) estimate of the error signal
e. Deviations between the target and the desired acceleration with respect to the bandlim-
ited red noise excitation are mainly observed at the three distinct resonance frequencies
of the test setup. Two of the resonance frequencies originate from the mechanical test
setup itself. The first resonance frequency at approx. 160Hz originates from themechan-
ical resonance frequency of the mHIL-interfaces tunable stiffness ki and the attached
masses of the mHIL-interface mi and the electrodynamic shaker ms, respectively. The
highest resonance frequency at approx. 890Hz is observed due to a parasitic effect within
the test setup and most likely results from a leak in stiffness of the used connection rod
between the electrodynamic shaker and the mHIL-interface. This connection will be
improved in further investigations. In addition, the third resonance frequency at 300 Hz
within the measured PSD of the error signal e is caused by the numerical model of the
target behavior. Hence, it should be noted that the adaptive controller has to deal with
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a control system whose dynamic properties originate from both the actual physical test
rig setup as well as the dynamics given by the numerical model of the target behavior.

Once the adaptive controller is enabled and a steady state within the iterative con-
troller adaptation process has been reached, the PSD of the error signal e is significantly
lowered. A broadband reduction of −20 to −40 dB can be observed within the whole
frequency band up to the target operational frequency of 1 kHz.

Reducing the deviation between the actually measured interface acceleration ẍi
and the desired interface acceleration ẍi,d depicts that the mHIL-interface’s mechan-
ical behavior follows the target behavior given by the implemented numerical model.
This also gets obvious considering the target and the measured acceleration signals in
time domain. Figure 8 shows an exemplary section of the time series of the initial state
(left). Disabling the control signal of themHIL-interface, a significant deviation between
the target acceleration and the actual measured interface acceleration can be observed.
Once the adaptive controller is enabled only small deviations occur between the target
behavior and the actual measured interface acceleration (c.f. Fig. 8, right).

Fig. 8. Time series of the desired mHIL-interface’s acceleration ẍi,d computed by the numerical
model of the target behavior and the actual measured interface acceleration ẍi.

Figure 9 shows the PSD estimates for both themHIL-interface’s acceleration ẍi (left)
and the measured reaction force Fi (right). Again, significant changes can be observed,
once the mHIL-interface’s adaptive controller has been enabled and has reached steady
state. For the uncontrolled case, the mHIL-interface’s acceleration PSD estimate is
mainly dominated by the resonance frequencies at approx. 160 Hz and at approx.
890 Hz resulting from the physical test setup. This behavior significantly changes once
the mHIL-interface’s controller is enabled. Here, the measured interface’s acceleration
PSD estimate is dominated by the resonance frequency at 300 Hz originating from the
numerical model of the target behavior B-2. Changes within the PSD estimate can also
be observed for the measured reaction force’s PSD estimate whereas changes mainly
occur within the frequency range above 100 Hz. A considerable reduction of the reaction
force Fi for the controlled case is mainly observed at the parasitic resonance frequency
at 890 Hz.

In order to assess the conflated behavior that results from both a change for the
mHIL-interface’s acceleration ẍi as well as the interface’s reaction force Fi, the dynamic
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Fig. 9. Power spectral density estimate of the measured mHIL-interface’s acceleration ẍi (left)
and reaction force Fi (right). The black dashed line depicts the uncontrolled case (i.e. no control
signal is fed to the mHIL-interface’s actuator). The solid red line illustrates the measured steady
state behavior.

stiffness frequency response has been calculated by means of both measured signals.
Assuming the measurement noise to be uncorrelated to the input signals, the H1 method
has been used for deriving the dynamic stiffness frequency response functions. Figure 10
and Fig. 11 show the estimated frequency response functions for the test cases A and B
as well as for the test cases C and D, respectively. Due to a leak in coherence within the
frequency range below 70 Hz, which is caused by an impropriate signal-to-quantization
noise ratio of the analog-to-digital-converter for the acceleration measurement channel,
the H1 transfer function estimate in the lower frequency range is shown only for the sake
of completeness and has to be considered untrustworthy.

The test cases A-1 to A-3 (c.f. Fig. 10) show a varying quality in emulating the
mechanical characteristics given by the numerical target behavior model. For the lowest
stiffness setting (c.f. test case A-1, Table 1) a good emulation is achieved within the
frequency range from approx. 100 Hz to 420 Hz. Deviations mainly occur in the higher
frequency range above 420 Hz. For both test cases A-2 and A-3, the controlled mHIL-
interface shows a sufficient performance, except for the frequency range at approx.
890 Hz. For the test cases B-1 to B-3, Fig. 10 illustrates the good performance of the
controlled mHIL-interface up to the target frequency range of 1 kHz. Slight deviations
occur for the test case B-1. Here, the amplitude response shows an error of a factor of
five within the sharp resonance frequency (modal damping of only 1%) implemented by
the numerical model of the target behavior B-1.

Figure 11 shows the exemplary results obtained for the test cases C and D (c.f.
Table 1). The mHIL system shows a good performance for the test cases C. Hence,
the controlled interface is able to emulate a shift in the resonance frequency for the
considered test cases. Again, small deviations are observed in the frequency range at
approx. 890Hz. Introducing a second resonance frequency in the test cases D, themHIL-
interface is also able to emulate the desired mechanical behavior based on the numerical
target model with slight restrictions. For the test case C-3 and D-2, slight deviations
occur in the frequency range at approx. 890 Hz due to the aforementioned reasons.
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Fig. 10. Conflated behavior of the controlled mHIL-interface for test cases A (left, top to bottom)
and B (right, top to bottom) evaluated by means of a H1 transfer function estimate of the dynamic
stiffness computed from the measured interface’s acceleration ẍi and reaction force Fi.

3 Discussion

The emulation of an ideal dynamic stiffness, the emulation of a single resonance fre-
quency with varying modal damping and resonance frequency, and the emulation of a
multi-resonant mechanical behavior (c.f. Table 1) have been demonstrated successfully.
To further illustrate this, Fig. 12 illustrates the intended operating range of the controlled
mHIL-interface with the shown test cases. The validations of the quasistatic stiffness
ranges above 10.000N/mm and the higher frequencies above 1 kHz are subject to current
research activities.
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Fig. 11. Conflated behavior of the controlledmHIL-interface for exemplary test cases C (left) and
D (right) evaluated by means of a H1 transfer function estimate of the dynamic stiffness computed
from the measured interface’s acceleration ẍi and reaction force Fi.

Fig. 12. Esitmated operational range (shaded area) and investigated operational range of the
mHIL-interface demonstrator.

In the investigated operating range, limitations of the current setup mainly occur in
the lower frequency range below 70 Hz. Here, performance limitations are mainly due to
an inappropriate data acquisition setup of the digital signal processing chain. Even though
the utilized dSPACE DS2004 analog-to-digital conversion hardware offers a resolution
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of 16 bit, an effective resolution of only 12 bit has been observed taking into account
quantization and measurement noise. Hence, the effective dynamic range of analog-
to-digital converter is approx. 72.2 dB, which is already close to the overall dynamic
range of approx. 50 dB of the measured acceleration signal (c.f. Fig. 9, PSD estimate
of acceleration signal). An improvement of the performance of the controlled mHIL-
interface can thus be achieved by either reducing measurement noise, by introducing
a sensor fusion technique for the lower and higher frequency range, or by increasing
the dynamic range (i.e. increasing the effective bit resolution) of the analog-to-digital
converter incorporating an alternative digital signal processing hardware.

The limited performance for the emulation of an ideal stiffness element (i.e. test cases
A, c.f. Table 1 and Fig. 10)might be caused by the phase response of the numerical model
for the target behavior. Introducing a second order derivative behavior, the phase response
shows a +180° phase advantage whenever the desired mHIL-interface’s acceleration is
computed. Taking into account the minimum reaction time of the conflated secondary
path behavior, the Wiener optimal solution of the adaptive feedforward control problem
might thus be non-causal in the higher frequency range. This issue might be addressed
by further reducing the overall reaction time of the conflated secondary path behav-
ior, which requires an increase of the digital signal processing frequency fairly above
the so far utilized sampling frequency of 10 kHz, the application of fast-conversion
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters as well as tailored anti-aliasing and
reconstruction filters respectively. Considering the hardware effort required to achieve
an appropriate control performance for the synthetic test cases incorporating an ideal
stiffness element (i.e. test cases A), an end users survey has to reveal the importance of
these test cases. Physical equivalent test cases are deemed to be occasional and found e.g.
in the development of small optical instruments or within the semiconductor, MEMS,
or sensor industry.

4 Conclusion

The test results obtained within the experimental proof of concept for the controlled
mHIL-interface demonstrator depict a quite promising result regarding the application of
themHIL technology in automotiveNVHdevelopment, especially if uncertainties should
be considered. In accordance to the increased interest in uncertainty quantification, there
exists a demand for appropriate experimental test equipment within structural dynamics.
As uncertainties in structural dynamics often arise from the installation conditions of
mechanical substructures and components, future test equipmentmust be able to emulate
the mechanical boundary condition (i.e. installation condition) with high precision and
bandwidth. Furthermore, the test equipment must be able to change its mechanical
behavior ensuring ease of use.

Within this paper, a mHIL-system demonstrator was experimentally validated,
demonstrating the highly automatable capability to change a mechanical boundary con-
dition. It is based on both the application of a tunable mechanical stiffness element as
well as the incorporation of a numerical model of a target mechanical behavior in an
adaptive control loop. Investigations for different synthetic test cases illustrate the capa-
bilities of emulating mechanical properties up to a frequency of 1 kHz and thus enabling
experimental probabilistic analyses within the field of uncertainty quantification.
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As a next step the mHIL-system demonstrator should be further developed towards
industrial application, whereat a close cooperation with industrial partners is necessary.
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